Noblis-Developed Tool

Contract Management Tools

Reduce Award Time from Weeks to Days for Contract and Task Order Modifications!
The contracting life cycle is time sensitive. Business intelligence is needed during the post-award phase to ensure
that the agency selects the most cost-effective products and services. After contract award, agencies face the
daunting task of managing contract complexities. Whether it is a multi-award contract or managing multiple task
orders, Noblis contract management tools reduce delays, and ensure compliance through automation.

contract management tools:
Contract/TASK ORDER Modification

Provides a structured a workflow to conduct timely reviews of task order and contract
modifications submitted by vendors. Included are integrated communication tools used by
government and vendor professionals to accelerate online discussion of relevant contract
submission material.

Deliverables Management

Organizes and tracks contract and task order deliverables, ensuring timely review of each
deliverable and the identification of any missing or overdue contract deliverables.

Vendor Discussion and submission

Provides an integrated discussion module to facilitate communication with the government.
Designed for submission of contract and task order modifications and deliverables.

Pricing Marketplace

Receives vendor pricing data from the vendor submission portal to allow price analysts to
review submitted modifications. Designed for a multi-award contracting environment, this
portal also provides transparency of pricing data, which encourages competition among
vendors and allows agencies to better estimate costs.

SOW Scope review

Facilitates the in-scope determination of agency-prepared statements of work for task
orders. This tool is designed for a multi-award contracting environment, and is configurable
to the contract type.

Our Contract Management Tools have saved the government over $7 billion post
award by providing transparency and fostering competition among Networx
vendors.
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Contract management tools
REDUCE THE CONTRACT MODIFICATION PROCESS FROM weeks TO days
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client success stories
Over $7B In Savings Using Noblis’ Tools and
Pricing Analysis

Managing the Launch of GSA’s Largest Ever
Telecommunications Contract

At the time of award the GSA Networx program
was the largest telecommunications and networking
services program ever launched—billions of dollars
in contracts to supply nearly all federal government
telecommunications spanning ten years. GSA turned
to Noblis to manage the massive amounts of data
throughout the life cycle of Networx. Noblis tools
and detailed pricing analysis continue to support the
Networx program resulting in over $7B in savings to
the federal government.

The follow-up to the GSA Networx program is the
GSA Enterprise Infrastructure Solutions (EIS). The
EIS contract was extended to 15 years and provides
additional service flexibility for the agencies. Due to
the size and complexity of an award to ten vendors
(including four small businesses) the management
of the $50B EIS contract through 2032 will be
challenging. GSA turned to the Noblis contract
management tools to facilitate the launch of EIS. With
hundreds of contract modifications being proposed
monthly and new automation features for the in-scope
review process, Noblis tools and expertise help the
GSA EIS program thrive!

Why Noblis?

Noblis is a nonprofit science and technology organization with a reputation for independent objectivity that
brings the best of scientific thought, engineering expertise, and strategic management. We work with a wide
range of government and industry clients in the areas of national security, intelligence, transportation, healthcare,
environmental sustainability, and enterprise engineering. Together with our wholly owned subsidiary, Noblis ESI,
we solve difficult problems of national significance and support our clients’ most critical missions.
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